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Abstract—With the rapid implementation of Cloud-based
Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems, health providers are
specifically concerned about handling data privacy on the cloud.
Existing methods have either scalability issues by requiring that
patients grant access to their medical data or a trust issue by
having a single authority, thereby creating the problem of a
single point of attack. Hence there is a need to develop an EHR
system that addresses these bottlenecks for safe, secure, and easy
cloud-based EHR management. To address these bottlenecks,
we have developed a novel framework that allows policy-based
multi-authority access permission to Electronic Health Record
systems used by multiple care providers from various places
or organizations. This framework, residing on the Edge, has
been built using the Multi-Authority Attribute Based Encryption
(MA-ABE) and Semantic Web technologies to provide a safe,
semantically rich approach to facilitate secure data sharing
among organizations who manage different attributes of endusers using a shared dataset. This paper describes our novel
approach and the proof of concept prototype that we created to
evaluate our framework.
Index Terms—Multi-Authority Attribute Based Encryption
(MA-ABE), Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC), Knowledge
Graph (Ontologies), Cloud Computing, Access Handler, Document Processor & Crypto Module.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Cloud-based Electronic Health Record (EHR) applications
have been increasingly adopted by medical organization to
store the relevant medical information of their patients. These
cloud-based EHR systems permit an organization to maintain,
create, and control all the electronic versions of patient data
in a single location by taking advantage of cloud storage’s
efficiency and scalability features that enable fast retrieval
and sharing of medical data. Therefore, significant increase
in medical caregivers moving to cloud-based EHR systems
[4], [17], [18], [20] to avail the significant cost reduction as
well as the flexibility and high availability provided by the
Cloud EHR systems. However, storage of electronic copies
remotely with third-party cloud servers increases the possibility of attacks and data breaches leading to privacy concerns
impeding the wide adoption of such services. An EHR record
collects patients’ health-related information to allow efficient,
consistent, and universal sharing of medical data. Figure
1 shows a sample EHR record, which contains diagnoses,
medication, prescription and doctor notes, and patient medical
history and personal details. Because of the sensitivity of
medical data, a significant challenge lies in providing secure

and delegated access to EHR data. Privacy of patient’s EHR
record is also recognized by health care regulations such as
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health (HITECH) [6], and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) [11], [28] which require cloud
service providers to promote and regulate the management
and distribution of medical data; they have established rules
and regulations for protecting confidentiality and privacy of
medical data stored in cloud storage and are aimed at ensuring
sufficient care is provided to it. In order to enforce the privacy
of medical data, researchers have considered an approach of
patient-centric privacy [5], [21], [31] where the patient is
accountable for granting access. Although ideal from a privacy
perspective, involving a patient with every access decision
creates a significant system overhead, causing considerable
damage to the system’s scalability.
Moreover, the patient will be easily overwhelmed by the
large scale of requests and the technical complexity of the
system, potentially leading to incorrect access decisions that,
at times, the patient may not be in a state to give this
approval. Due to the above-mentioned issues, most of the
research works consider a central authority (CA) to manage
an access control mechanism with encryption [2], [14], [24],
[31]. Existing cloud-based EHR services such as CureMD
[8], and Athenahealth [3] also follow the framework of the
access control management by a CA. However, this framework
creates a load bottleneck on CA. CA will stop the entire
system from working if it becomes inaccessible due to either
software/hardware error or a denial of service attack. More
significantly, the system puts too much trust in CA. Since
CA has access control over all the data, if CA stops being
trustworthy due to internal or external corruption, data privacy
of the entire system would be endangered.
B. Our Work
We present a novel EHR access framework that overcomes
the shortcomings of previous works and extends our previous
work in progress [9]. In particular, our framework guarantees
a secure encrypted access control mechanism in a multiauthority environment. When caregivers belong to different
organizations and work in different contexts (e.g., location
and/or time), data access policies are often dictated by multiple
authorities. Our EHR access framework enables these authorities to specify a different set of attributes for a caregiver, and
access to the patient EHR is granted to the caregiver only if

Fig. 1: Sample EHR Record

the caregiver satisfies all attribute conditions. In particular, we
use Multi-Authority Attribute-Based Encryption (MA-ABE)
scheme [26] for data encryption. In attribute-based encryption
(ABE) scheme [13], the encryption algorithm takes as input
the public parameters as issued by an authority as well as
a Boolean formula over a set of attributes. Each of the
decryption parties will be issued private keys by the authority
associated with a set of attributes. A party can decrypt a ciphertext if the attributes of his private key satisfy the Boolean
formula associated with the cipher-text. A single-authority
ABE works well in the setting where data is managed within
one organization or trust domain. However, there are many
scenarios when one wishes to describe a policy that spans
multiple trust domains.
To address this issue, MA-ABE systems were introduced
where multiple parties could play the role of authority. A
medical record is encrypted with an MA-ABE scheme and
stored in our system in cloud storage. Each of the multiple
authorities controls a disjoint subset of attributes needed for
decryption, and a party can decrypt an encrypted record only
if the party has been granted all the necessary attributes
from these multiple authorities. Since decryption is performed
based only on the attributes, the authorities do not need to be
available once the party has obtained the necessary attributes,
relieving our system of the load bottleneck issue. We highlight
key aspects of our system below.
• Collusion resistance. In our environment, EHR data can
be accessed by any authorized user, such as doctors, nurses,
and health insurers. Hence, we can not neglect the possibility
that these users may intentionally or unintentionally collude
together to gain access to part of EHR data they do not
have the right to access separately. However, our setting and
design provide complete confidentiality and data security in
such circumstances.
• Semantically rich policy specification based on a
knowledge graph. We designed and developed a comprehensive ontology, a knowledge graph, to define security and

privacy measure specific to the healthcare domain. Our ontology defines in detail the concepts of a medical domain
by comprehensively describing the roles and attributes of
different medical organization entities and their relationships.
In particular, to realize the multi-authority environment, our
ontology describes different medical authorities with distinct
medical attributes that they could control and manage. We also
developed a fine-grained access control mechanism to extract
attributes and their relations from the ontology and match them
against the access policy rules to provide a comprehensive
access decision.
• Edge computing. The architecture of our framework is
based on the principles of edge computing, which refers to the
notion of performing all the necessary required computations
inside the organization before moving the data to any thirdparty server. In our framework, we have established a strong
boundary for communication outside the organization at the
edge. We have used a secure access control mechanism and a
robust crypto module for data encryption before transferring
the data out of the organization [9]. We have also implemented
a Multi-Authority EHR Application to prototype this research
using open-source development tools. The application provides
an easy interface for all the users of the medical domain to
view and/or edit the EHR record guaranteeing a semantically
rich and cryptographically secure environment.
C. Organization
This paper consist of 8 sections. Section II, consist of related
work, then section III presents brief overview of framework
and design is discussed, followed by comprehensively explaining each module of the framework in section IV (Access
Handler) and section V (Document Processor Crypto Module). Section VI demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed
framework by discussing a prototype EHR application and
section VII evaluates the scalalibity and performance of the
framework by performing an in-depth performance analysis.

Fig. 2: System Architecture Overview

Then the paper is concluded in section VIII with the scope of
future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Immense research focus has been directed towards creating
secure systems for storing and sharing of EHRs, even importance of preserving data privacy and security of Electronic
Health Records (EHR) in a cloud environment has been recognized by the health regulations acts like Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH)
Act and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA). Hence, developing systems complying with all ethical standards and legalities is a complex research challenge.
Currently, there exist several cloud-based EHR services such
as CureMD [8], and Practice Fusion [25]. Organizations such
as GE Healthcare [12], and Epic Health Services [10] are also
investing in cloud-based EHR services.
A. Authentication-Based EHR System
Authentication-based EHR System incorporates an access
control mechanism such as role-based access control (RBAC)
or Access Control list (ACL) scheme to manage user’s access
right and places complete trust on the cloud server where
the EHR system resides. Multiple access control mechanisms
have been proposed to ensure authorized access to the system.
Models such as the fixed access control list (ACL), Mandatory
Access Control (MAC), Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
[27] have been used for securing documents. However, these
models are not adequate for an organization with a complex
organizational structure.
In our scheme, we have utilized Attribute-Based Access
Control (ABAC) [15], [29] which is an enhancement over
all the models where many users’ multi-valued attributes are
evaluated against the access policy before providing an access
decision.
B. Cryptography-Based EHR system
An increasing importance is seen in applying Attribute
Based Encryption (ABE) to develop secure systems for EHR.
This is because of the high key management overhead suffered
in traditional public-key encryption schemes, whereas ABE
schemes are much more scalable. In particular, Narayan et

al. [24] proposed a fine-grained encrypted approach where
a patient’s EHR file was encrypted by using the broadcast
variant of ciphertext policy ABE that allow users and attributes revocation. Ibraimi et al. [14] proposed infrastructure
by introducing a concept of social/professional domain and
implemented Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption
(CP-ABE) to encrypt the patient health records to ensure data
privacy and security. Akinyele et al. [2] integrated ABE in his
proposed infrastructure to secure electronic medical records
on mobile devices or cloud servers. Recently, Joshi et al.
[16] proposed a semantically rich and secure application for
storing electronic health records with Amazon cloud service
provider [aws.amazon.com]. The EHR manager application
is a web-based application that enables an organization to
define and enforce its access policy with ABE to tighten
the security further. The application uses a knowledge graph
which is stored with the cloud service provider containing
all the necessary information of all the different stakeholders
of a medical organization. User and Document attributes are
extracted from the knowledge graph and applied against the
access policy to provide a categorized access decision. The
application uses CP-ABE [13] for encryption purposes to
provide guaranteed delegated secure access to electronic health
records.
Although, the above ABE-based systems have a weakness
that assumes a central authority in the system. All the workload and trust of issuing keys and attribute-related tasks like
validating originality of user attributes is managed by this
central authority, which creates a load bottleneck and creates
security and privacy issues as it gives the central authority
the control to access encrypted files. Moreover, there is no
related work to semantically rich access control mechanism
for fine-grained access in these system. The key difference of
our system from the above works is that our system realizes a
multi-authority system which provides a better reality; different organizations usually outsource some of their tasks or form
their subdomains which tend to become authorities controlling
and certifying their own set of attributes.
In our scheme, we have utilized enhanced MA-ABE [26]
where multiple authorities control a disjoint subset of attributes, and authorities cannot pool data to get access to
the encrypted files. Recently, Li et al. [19] proposed an
attribute-based infrastructure and introduced a concept of a
personal/public domain for secure management of patient
health records in a multi-authority scenario. They proposed
to apply Key Policy ABE (KP-ABE) in the personal domain
and Multi-Authority ABE (MA-ABE) in the public domain to
have scalable key management. However, the system puts a
lot of control overhead on the patient. It does not provide
a semantically rich and robust access control mechanism
for fine-grained access to the system, whereas our system
transfers all service management overhead from the patient to
the authorities and medical organizations with a fine-grained
access control mechanism.

Fig. 3: Access Handler Architecture

III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW & DESIGN
The primary goal is to develop a framework that provides
easy access and management of EHR data without compromising on data confidentiality and privacy of the records. We
show how the framework transfers the service management
overhead from the patients or a centralized authority to multiple authorities and provides secure delegated access to EHR
documents.
A. Threat Model
In our system, there are data owners, multiple users and
authorities, but a single cloud service provider stores all the
EHR documents in the cloud storage. Users come from a broad
medical universe; he or she can be a doctor, billing specialists,
pharmacists, etc. Each user receives access rights based on
his attributes matched against the confidential policies defined
by the organizations. Users may be corrupted and try to gain
unauthorized access to a medical record. For example, an
insured person may try to obtain information beyond their
allocated access to develop marketing strategies. Data owners
(patients) have read access to their respective documents.
The cloud provider may be compromised by an adversary
as well. We consider that a corrupted cloud service provider
will behave in an honest-but-curious manner [22]; that is,
although the provider follows the complete regulations and
arrangements, it will try to obtain as much information as
possible passed between the complete end-to-end parties.
B. Overview of our Framework
The primary objective of our framework is to provide secure
delegated EHR access in a multi-authority environment. The
key idea is to realize an environment of multiple authorities,
each governing a disjoint subset of attributes. Users obtain
their obligated multi-valued attributes and attributes-based
secret keys from respective authorities without interacting with
the data owner to reduce overhead from the owner or any
need of central authority and place the burden on different
multiple authorities. A single-authority ABE works well in the
setting where data is managed within one organization or trust
domain. However, there are many scenarios when one wishes
to describe a policy that spans multiple trust domains. To
address this issue, MA-ABE systems were introduced where
multiple parties could play the role of authority.

Our framework is split into two major parts, based on the
principles of Edge computing [30] where we have defined our
secure ”edge” as the organizational boundary (see Figure 2 for
the overall system architecture).
• Entities inside the organizational boundary are controlled
and managed by the organization and hence are considered trusted units. The first part of our framework is
considered inside an organizational boundary consisting
of the Access Handler module and Document Processor & Crypto module. Different consumers request a
login to the system to which the initial authentication
is performed by traditional challenge-response protocols
in the Access Handler module. If the access handler
allows the request, then the request is forwarded to the
Document Processor & Crypto Module for document
encryption and decryption. We have implemented MultiAuthority Attribute Based Encryption (MA-ABE) [26]
with Symmetric Encryption for encryption purposes in
this module.
• On the other hand, the second part lies outside the organizational boundary, consisting of the untrusted server
provided and managed by cloud service providers.
IV. ACCESS HANDLER
Different consumers request a login to the system to which
the initial authentication is performed by traditional challengeresponse protocols in the Access Handler module. Suppose
the user qualifies the initial authentication phase. A complete
access control decision is evaluated in the terminal authentication phase where read, write or no access is provided to users
using Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) to carry out
a strong access control mechanism semantically. To validate
the extensive access decision, respective semantics of the user
and document (attributes instances) are extracted from the
authority, user and document graphs. Conclusively, an access
decision is then carried out by matching the extracted attribute
instances against the privileged access policies defined by an
organization. Each authority defined in the authority graph
allocates the user with their respective attributes, which the
authority controls and binds them to their claimed attributes.
Knowledge graph. To implement an access control mechanism, a Multi-authority EHR Ontology (Knowledge Graph)
was developed using Web Ontology Language (OWL) [23] to
define security and privacy measures specific to the healthcare
domain. Developed ontology defines in detail the concepts of
a medical domain by comprehensively describing the roles
and attributes of different medical organization entities and
their relationships. In particular, to realize a multi-authority
environment, developed ontology describes different medical
authorities with distinct medical attributes that could be controlled and managed by them. Developed access control mechanism refers to this knowledge graph (representing the access
policies for organizations) and provides an access decision for
each access request. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is
used to reason over the ontology based on the access policies.
One of the captivating advantages of the developed access

mechanism is that any number of authorities or the attributes
controlled by them can be added within the extensible medical
domain, allowing health organizations to have more flexibility
in their access policies. This key idea behind Access Handler
is to implement an access control mechanism of the system
using Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC). This module
guarantees a precise access to the requesting person according
to his attributes. Unlike other access control mechanisms, this
scheme regulates access at a more acceptable level by evaluating user’s multi-value attributes against the access policies.
Architecture. The module consists of two phases (Figure
3) [9], i.e., initial and terminal. The initial phase of the
module implements traditional challenge-response protocols
to provide initial access to the system where if the user
qualifies it, the request is further handled by the terminal
phase where comprehensive access control authentication is
performed to provide a read-write or no access decision.
The terminal phase of the module contains three critical submodules Organizational Knowledge Base, Rule-Based Engine,
and Policy Unit. Further, this section explains each submodule
of the Access handler in detail.
A. Organizational Knowledge
This sub-module is the primary knowledge store, which
captures all the credentials of every entity in the EHR
domain in the knowledge graph. We developed the MultiAuthority EHR Ontology (Figure 4) using semantically rich
Web Ontology Language (OWL) to store roles and multivalued attributes of different stakeholders as an instance of
classes developed in the ontology related to the EHR domain.
This ontology contains three sub-parts; Authority graph, User
graph, and Document graph. Authorities are the attribute authorities of the medical domain, each governing disjoint subset
of attributes. These authorities control and allocate attributes
to the users and provide users’ respective secret keys. For
authorities, we have created an Authority graph that describes
the multi-valued attributes controlled by each authority with
their relation to the user graph. For example, the Doctor
of Medicine (M.D.) attribute is authorized and controlled
by the American Medical Association authority (AMA) and
Allergy&Immunization (A.I.) attribute is authorized by the
American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS). Users are
the authenticated employees of the organization with validated
credentials to access the EHR system. We have built a user
graph to store the necessary attributes and credentials related
to users and their relationship with the attributes controlled by
authorities. For example, a Doctor will have attributes like
name, duties, and Doctor of Medicine (M.D.). Documents
are the Electronic Health Record (EHR) of patients, which
details all the clinical reports of an individual affiliated with
the medical organization. All the EHR documents are assumed
to be available within the cloud server in an encrypted format.
Finally, we have also created a knowledge graph for the documents, which entails all the required attributes related to EHR
documents such as belongsTo, createdBy, and accessLevel.

Fig. 4: Snapshot of EHR Ontology

B. Policy Unit
This unit is used for storing all the privileged access policies
of an organization to store rules in Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules. An organization defines these policies
to regulate and manage access decisions to confidential and
valuable information. Our system works in a multi-authority
system that allows an organization to declare and realize their
confidential policies depending on the multiple authorities
within the organization. This helps an organization to realize
the reality more freely than the previous work [16] where only
a single authority exists. Multiple confidential access policies
can be stated in our system where if a user has to validate
against multiple policies, then our system correctly executes
the rules by validating the user to all the required policies.
For implementation and prototyping purposes, HIPAA policies
were used as access policies to determine access control over
patient EHRs.
C. Rule Based Engine
Policy Unit works coherently with Rule Based Engine to
infer an access decision. Rule-Based Engine is responsible
for carrying out the access decisions based on access policies
provided by the Policy Unit matching against document and related authority-user attributes extracted from the organization’s
knowledge graph. The Rule-Based Engine implements SWRL
against attributes instances for providing access decisions read,
write, and if the attributes of the user do not comply with the
document policies, the user is denied access to the document.
Figure 5 depicts an example SWRL rule depicting how a
user’s access request to specific fields of the EHR is evaluated.
Described rule states that if a user has credentials as a senior
doctor with Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) certification authorized
from American Medical Association (AMA) and working in
Hospital ward “A” by authorization from Hospital “Alpha” has
to write access to patient’s EHR.
V. D OCUMENT P ROCESSOR & C RYPTO M ODULE
This module, as shown in Figure 6 [9] contains two submodules.
• Document Processor Module: It carries out the duties
of document fetching and communication outside the

Fig. 5: Example SWRL 1 rule

Fig. 6: Document Processor & Crypto Module

organizational boundary. The EHR document is retrieved
from the cloud server by the Document Processor Module
after a qualified (read or write) access decision provided
by the Access Handler.
• Crypto Module: It performs necessary encrpytion and
decryption tasks.
If the access handler approves the request, then the request is
forwarded to the Document Processor & Crypto Module. If the
access decision granted by the Access Handler was read, then
the Document Processor & Crypto Module gets the document
from the server and expects for the decryption keys to be given
by the user, which the the user attains from his corresponding
multiple authorities. If the decryption keys given by the user
are valid then the system can decrypt the documents.
For write access, all modules function similar to read access.
Although, after the user modifies the document, the Crypto
Module encrypts the document using the encryption keys in
agreement with the access policy stated by the organization.
Encrypted document is transferred and stored on the server by
making a new node recording all the details of the modifications in the patient’s EHR.
A. Details of Crypto Module
Crypto Module performs necessary encryption and decryption tasks. This module implements Multi-Authority Attribute
Based Encryption (MA-ABE) [26]. The framework provides
enhanced user privacy by employing MA-ABE in encrypting
medical records. In particular, one fascinating feature of MAABE [7] is that aggregation of decryption keys from multiple
parties doesn’t increase the decryption power. In other words,
suppose neither Alice nor Bob can decrypt ciphertext C individually. Then, they will not be able to decrypt the ciphertext

Let N be the number of authorities and M be the number of
users. Let A1 , . . . , AN denote the authorities and U1 , . . . , UM
the users. Let AS1 , . . . , ASN be the disjoint sets where each
ASi denotes the set of attributes that authority Ai controls. Let
USj denote the set of attributes that Uj receives. Each
attribute att of user U
Sj (i.e., att ∈ USj ) is from some
authority, i.e., att ∈ N
i=1 ASi .
Access decision evaluation. Let AP1 , . . . , APX be the access
policies that the system describes.
For a user Uj with USj :
∃k : APk (USj ) = 1 =⇒ Access EHR Doc according to
APk (read and/or write).
Encryption with MA-ABE. Let E1 , . . . , EY be the EHR
documents. To encrypt an EHR doc Eℓ , create a ciphertext
policy CPℓ for Eℓ and then encrypt Eℓ along with CPℓ using
MA-ABE. Here CPℓ is decribed as aSmonotone boolean
formula based on some attributes in N
i=1 ASi .
Decryption using MA-ABE. Decryption is performed as
follows.
For user Uj with USj :
if CPℓ (USj ) = 1 then Uj can decrypt EHR Doc Eℓ .

Fig. 7: Mathematical representation

C even if they collaborate and merge their decryption keys.
A similar level of security is guaranteed even against the
coalition of multiple authorities. Since our system is realized in
a multi-authority setting (instead of a single central authority),
along with preventing authorities from combining their data to
obtain access to documents, our system proves to be highly
secure for data privacy. As another benefit, the MA-ABE
scheme [26] that we use handles a large universe of attributes
at meager operational cost, which leads to a highly scalable
key management. We show in Figure 7 the mathematical
representation by extending the case of a single authority [16]
to that of multiple authorities.
Crypto Module contains three critical sub-units: Key Generation Unit, Encryption Unit and Decryption Unit.
Key Generation Unit. Key Generation Unit implements
two functions: one for merging secret keys provided by the
user to produce a final merged secret key during decryption
of the EHR document, the second for providing encryption
keys (public keys) of relevant authorities during encryption
decryption. Users obtain there secrets from their respective
authorities, which control and manage their attributes. For this,
the Key Generation unit exposes an endpoint for the registered
authorities by which they can generate user keys by providing
their respective secret keys.
Encryption Unit. After the EHR document is modified or
generated by the user, the respective encryption the policy
is fetched from the cloud server, which is used to encrypt
the EHR a document by simultaneously communicating with
the key generation unit to obtain the public keys required
for encryption. For efficiency, each EHR document is first
encrypted by symmetric encryption by randomly generating
an encryption key, which is then encrypted with MA-ABE
and stored together with the EHR document.

The ciphertext of an EHR document is represented as:
-abe (k), Encaes (doc))
Enc(doc) := (Encma
PK
k
where an EHR document (doc) is initially encrypted with
symmetric key encryption (Encaes ) and then the symmetric
encryption key k is encrypted with MA-ABE (Encma-abe )
where P K denotes the public key.
Decryption Unit. Encrypted EHR document is decrypted
by using secret keys provided by the user with the use of Key
Generation Unit to merge them and produce a final secret key,
to provide to Decryption Unit. If the user is provided with a
”write” decision, the modified EHR document is encrypted
by calling the encryption unit again. Finally, the ontology is
updated by creating a new node for storing the encrypted EHR
document on the cloud server.
VI. M ULTI -AUTHORITY EHR A PPLICATION
To validate the feasibility of our framework, we first
implemented our framework. In particular, we implemented
attribute-based access control to provide users with the precise
access they are qualified based on their attributes. We have
also implemented multi-authority attribute-based encryption
to prevent data leaks and threats. By employing MA-ABE
in encrypting medical records, we ensure that aggregation
of decryption keys from multiple users does not lead to a
security flaw that increases the decryption power, all at a
meager operational cost.
Then, we developed a prototype EHR application on top
of our framework. This application is an open-source web
application. The application has been developed based on
the principles of micro-service architecture; each sub-module
is an independent service with its functionality and together
serves as a suite of services. This design pattern is highly
reusable in developing other applications that require similar
functionalities.
Our framework and Multi-Authority EHR Application have
been developed by using complete open source tools, leading
to meager cost.
A. Web-Based Application
The Multi-Authority EHR Application is a web-based application built on the principles of micro-services based architecture with Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. The
application can be divided into two independent services.
• Front-End service. It is the user interface for the user
to interact with the application developed using HTML,
CSS, Javascript and jQuery. Whenever the user interacts
with the Front-End service of the application, REST with
JSON call occurs, which communicates with the Backend
service and retrieves a response displayed to the user.
• Back-End service. It is the core of our application
framework, which implements attribute-based access controllers and multi-authority attribute-based encryption.
The complete backend of the application is developed
in Java using Spring Framework.

We now describe the independent services which constitute
the backend of our application.
Ontology Query Service. In order to extract data from
the ontology (i.e., fetch user, EHR field level and authority
related attributes), this was service was built to act as a the
bridge between the backend of the application and RDF/OWL
ontology.
Open-source OWL API was used to build this service.
Written in the Java programming language, OWL API provides a reference implementation for creating, manipulating
and serializing OWL Ontologies. It also provides easy implementations for querying the ontology for extracting attributes
and properties of entities.
Rule Based Engine Service. To help attribute-based access controller, this service takes the extracted attributes and
matches them against the policies defined in SWRL rules. The
service implements a reasoner and provides access decisions
based on attributes matched against policies. This service can
also be used to add, delete or modify exiting SWRL rules.
We implemented this service using SWRL API, which is a
JAVA based open-source library working with the OWL-based
SWRL rule and SQWRL query languages.
MA-ABE with Symmetric Encryption Toolkit. In order
to prevent any data leaks and threats, this service was built.
This service is the most crucial part of the Multi-Authority
EHR Application, whose function is to provide an encryption
mechanism using MA-ABE. This service implements MultiAuthority Attribute Based Encryption (MA-ABE) [26] with
Symmetric Encryption for encryption purpose in this module
by using Charm-Framework [1] to create a complete cryptographically secure encryption toolkit for our framework.
MA-ABE associates a document to be encrypted with a
particular, unique decryption policy and user’s secret key with
their respective attributes. This decryption policy is a logical
expression of attributes of the entities involved in the document
usage. The users whose set of attribute values satisfies the
decryption policy are allowed to decrypt and use the document.
This toolkit was developed in python and was wrapped
around Java’s Spring Boot service for fast and easy deployment of the toolkit as a service. Developed MA-ABE with
symmetric encryption toolkit provides us with five commandline tools MaAbeGlobalSetup, MaAbeAuthSetup, MaAbeKeygen, MaAbeEncrypt, and MaAbeDecrypt. Initially, in the
framework, global public parameters are generated by MaAbeGlobalSetup. Based on global public parameters, each authority in the system generates their respective public and master
secret key pairs using MaAbeAuthSetup. The MaAbeEncrypt
is used to encrypt the file first with symmetric encryption
using a randomly generated encryption key, which is then
encrypted with MA-ABE. MaAbeDecrypt is used to decrypt
the encrypted file if the user provides valid secret keys. These
commands are automated in our system; that is being called
by backend service using REST with JSON. Then, by using
MaAbeKeygen, each authority provides users with their secret
keys associated with their respective attributes.

Fig. 8: Staff Sign Up

Fig. 10: Authority Sign Up

Fig. 9: Patient Sign Up

Fig. 11: Patient Selection

B. Knowledge Representation & Management
To develop and design the Multi-Authority EHR Ontology,
Protege1 tool was used. Developed by the Stanford Center
for Biomedical Informatics Research, Protege is an opensource, free, knowledge graph editor and management system.
Protege supports easy ontology development and maintenance.
It supports a huge pallet of features, with support for visual
representation in terms of a graph. The ontology explanation
feature supports debugging and helps reduce or completely
remove any inconsistencies in the ontology design and development. The support for refactoring ontologies helps in
merging ontology, entity renaming, etc. Multi-Authority EHR
Application uses ontology to carry out access decisions based
on attribute based access control and fetches attributes for
encryption toolkit.
C. Application Flow and Prototype
The application provides interface for users, patients and
authorities to register themselves as well as to sign up in the
system to access the EHR documents.
As shown in Figure 8, medical users can register themselves
by providing their unique id, name, medical certifications,
specializations, and the associated Medical Institution. They
can add additional medical certifications or specializations if
they have more than one. Once registration has been completed, an automated message will be sent to the authorities
controlling those respective certifications, specialization, and
medical institutions to verify them and create their secret keys.
If the authorities authorize the user, the user successfully gets
registered with their keys stored in a standard location on the
cloud server, and a new entry is created for the user in the
Multi-Authority EHR Ontology.
Figure 9 shows the registration interface for patients. The
application requires their key attributes like name, caregiver
name and medical institution they are associated with, and
1 protege.stanford.edu

other key attributes. After successful registration, a new entry
is created in the ontology.
If an authority wants to register themselves, an endpoint is
exposed only to them, which provides the authority with an
interface, as shown in Figure 10. The authority registers itself
by providing the authority’s unique id, name, certification,
and specializations they control and monitor. After registering
successfully, a new entry is created in the ontology.
If a registered caregiver tries to sign in to our system, the
application runs Access Handler to determine the patients to
which the user is qualified. This is done by the backend service, where the ontology query service extracts user attributes
and provides them to rule-based engine service. Figure 11
shows the list of patients to which the user has access to after
evaluating the user attributes against the policies.
After selecting a patient, the access handler identifies the
type of access either ‘read’ or ‘read/write’. They can view
all the fields to which the access is permitted. The writing
action would be absent for the fields where write access is
not permitted but only read is permitted. When a patient is
selected, the Document Processor & Crypto Module is invoked
to fetch the EHR to which the user has access and decrypt the
EHR documents. This is done by MA-ABE with Symmetric
Encryption Toolkit wrapped around Java service.
Figure 12 shows an example of a registered Senior Doctor
accessing the system. If the doctor wishes to change any of the
fields he has access to, he can do it by clicking the edit button.
Figure 13 shows the action of changing the EHR record.
Also, after changing the record, Document Processor & Crypto
Module encrypts the document according to respective policy
and stores it on the cloud server. When a registered patient tries
to access the application, the patient can only view the EHR
records as the access handler provided only read access. Also,
when an authority sign in our application through the endpoint
exposed to them, they get access to the medical certifications
and specialization they control and monitor to edit.
In this way, the Multi-Authority EHR Manager harnesses

Fig. 12: Senior Doctor EHR View

and decrypted by the Document Processor & Crypto Module.
Operation Storing Modified EHR is a measure of two suboperations, first when the user modifies the EHR field and
saves it. Second, the modified field is received at the BackEnd service, encrypted and stored by Document Processor &
Crypto Module.
Patient’s sign-in works similar to user sign; however, only
three of the user’s actions are credentials getting transferred
from Front-End service to Backend service for verification and
then access handler to provide access decision to which of
the fields of the EHR document does the patient has access.
Finally, fields get retrieved and decrypted. The response time
for these three sub-operations is shown in Registered Patient
Access Application operation.

Fig. 13: Modify EHR View

the semantic web and attribute-based technologies in a multiauthority environment overcoming the bottlenecks suffered by
previous works.
VII. F RAMEWORK P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the scalability and performance of our system,
this section provides a detailed analysis of all independent
operations of our application when the ontology is stored on
edge. This analysis is done to show the overhead caused by
each of the actions in our application. Further, this section
compares our systems’ performance when all the data was
stored on an OpenStack cloud platform and Edge.
Figure 14 presents the detailed time analysis of each of the
independent operations that exist in our application. As shown,
operation User Registration is measured in two parts, where
the first part is the user’s credentials being transferred from
Front-End service to Backend service, and then the second
part is the user’s credentials being stored in the Ontology as
a new triple by the Back-End service. Patient and authority
registration works in a similar mechanism; hence apart from
minor fluctuations, the timing remains constant.
Operation Registered User Access Application, is a measure
of four actions, first user’s credentials being transferred from
Front-End service to Backend service and getting verified that
is if the user qualifies the initial authentication phase in the
Access Handler, second is the measure of the time taken by
access handler to provide access decision for the list of patients
the user’s has access to based on the policies. The third action
is when the user selects a patient; then the access handler
provides access decision to which of the fields of the EHR
document the user has access to and with what kind of access
to those fields. Fourth action is when the fields are retrieved

Fig. 14: Performance Analysis of Independent Operations

Fig. 15: Comparison of our system’s performance between OpenStack & Edge

Figure 15 presents with performance analysis of our system
for the operation Running Access Handler when all the data
with the knowledge graph is stored on the OpenStack cloud
platform and compares with the data being on the Edge.
VIII. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
Paper proposes a semantically rich and cryptographically
secure framework for the EHR’s realized in a multi-authority
setting, addressing the challenges and bottlenecks suffered
by current systems. The framework overcomes the problems
suffered by previous works and transfers all the service management overhead from the patient to the different authorities
in the environment. The approach implements attribute-based
access control to ensure the right access privileges and further
tightens the security by implementing Multi-Authority Attribute Based Encryption. Using this system, organizations can
handle the electronic health records securely. Finally, MultiAuthority EHR Application is developed to test and evaluate
the claims, realized in a multi-authority environment and .
As part of future work, currently, the system allows for
revocation of the user’s attribute only through brute force.

However, more enhanced and optimized methods are needed to
tackle the revocation of attributes. Also, patient end delegation
is not incorporated in the system; patients should always retain
the right to revoke access privileges and their corresponding
decryption key. This could be one area of expanding this
project to handle temporal access. Incorporating keyword
searches over the encrypted EHR data could also be an area
for expanding the project. Hence, this research project has a
substantial future score.
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